
Alchemy and Hermeticism: Principles 
and History 



Herme%cism	

•  Alchemy 
 
•  Kabbalah: Shevirah and Tikkun, Gematria 

(Scholem) 

•  Gnosticism: “Hymn of the Pearl” (Jonas) 

•  Neo-Platonism: Ficino and Pico 

•  Astrology, Tarot 









History 

•  Egyptian and Greek traditions from Constantinople, Alexandria	

•  Arabic: Rhasis (chemistry), Mohammed ibn Umail (“Senior” 

mystic, Hyderabad)	

•  Orient to Spain, Southern France, Sicily in 10th c. and Crusades	

•  Druses (mystical pagan Islam) to Templars in Jerusalem and 

“pagan leanings of Frederick II, the Stauffer” with Jewish and 

Islamic astrologers, mathematicians, prophets (á la Wolfram)	

•  Rhodes and Knights of St. John, Jewish translations to Latin 

(Albertus Magnus)	





































Principals and Theories 

•  Bacon: art transmutes nature 

•  4 Elements and Prima Materia 

•  Ores in Womb, Sulphur + Mercury (see Eliade) 

•  All nature in state of change 

•  Alchemical art imitates Nature 





















Process 

•  Magus / Alchemist manipulates Nature 

•  Philosopher’s Stone cleanses metals, heals body, 

purifies soul 

•  Putrefactio = Crucifixion 

•  Color Symbolism: black, white, red cauda pavonis 

•  Stages: Ripley, Compound of Alchymy (1471 / 

1591): 12 Gates (Edinger 7) 



Themes and Conventions 

•  Themes, motifs, images, symbols in literature: Chaucer, 

Erasmus, Bosch, Brueghel, Duchamp, Carrington, Eco 

•  Abstraction, allegory, analogy to conceal / reveal secrets 

•  Myth, fable, Biblical narrative as analogies of the Art 

•  Master and Adept 

•  Christ as the Stone; Passion as the Opus 



Hermes Trismegistus 

•  The Emerald Tablet (Tabula Smaragdina) 

•  Egyptian Thoth, Greek Hermes 

•  Priest, Philosopher, King 

•  Hellenistic Syncretism: Platonism, Gnosticism, Egyptian, 

Roman, Christian 

•  Marcilio Ficino’s translation Corpus Hermeticum 1471 

•  Sol et Luna, Ascent and Descent, Above and Below, 

Separation Earth and Fire 
 











Plato, Timaeus (4th c. B.C.) 

•  4 Elements and Transmutation 

•  Anima Mundi, Form and Matter 

•  Hologlyph: One Animal containing Whole 

•  Mythical Geometry (Figuring Poeisis) 

•  Sphere containing all other“figures” 

•  Universe a circle animated by soul 





Aristotle (4th c. B.C.) 

•  Secreta Secretorum: Origin of Metals 

•  4 Elements plus Hot / Cold, Dry / Moist 

•  Vapours and Exhalations in Mother Earth 

•  Sulphur and Mercury 



Pseudo-Democritus (1st c. A.D.) 

•  Alchemy, Chemistry, Crafts 

•  Silver, Copper, Lead, Gold 

•  Pre-Socratic Roots: Thales (Water), Democritus 

(Atoms), Heraclitus (Fire), Anaxagoras (Apeiron) 

•  Empedocles: 4 Elements, Eris and Eros 



Cleopatra and Ostanes (1st c. A.D.) 

•  Maria Prophetess, Theosebia, Cleopatra 

•  Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs 

(1887-88) 

•  Alchemical Nekyia: Water on corpses in Hades (45) 

•  Plants, elements, stones born from womb of Mother 

Earth 



CleopCle	





ChiC 







Leyden and Stockholm Papyri 
(Late 3rd c. A.D.) 

•  Manufacture and Manipulation of Metals 

•  Silver, Gold, Pearl 

•  Alchemy and Crafts (See Eliade): Chemistry, 

Textiles (Dyeing), Writing, Jewelry 







“The Prophetess Isis to her Son” (Codex Marcianus) 

•  Berthelot editions (1895-93)	

•  1st c. A.D. Horus blinded by Seth whose testicles he cuts 
off, both healed by moon god Thoth (Georg Nagel, Eranos 
1942)	

•  Both instrumental in resurrection of Osiris	

•  During ba]le Isis retreats to Hermopolis, town of the holy 
technique of alchemy	

•  Kourai and angel from 1st firmament comes to Isis at the 
“astrologically right time”	

•  Isis resists, request knowledge of gold and silver	



“Isis to her Son” 
•  Says greater Angel Amnael will appear next day with 

ceramic vessel full of shining water	

•  Marginalia: Chnouphis, Chon (moon)	

•  Angel at noon gives full knowledge of the mysteries of 
alchemy	

•  Oath on 4 elements, Heaven, Earth, Underworld, 
Hermes, and Anubis	

•  Kerkoros and guardian dragon; 	

•  Acharontos and boat	

•  3 necessities; whips and the sword 



“Isis to Her Son” (Commentary) 
•  Kerkoros, Kerkourobos: snake guardian underworld	
•  Sun god in tomb surrounded by ouroboros	
•  Acherontos: Acheron, Aker, Akerou	
•  Rwti (Double Lion, Yesterday and Tomorrow)	
•  “The moment” (Midnight between death / life)	
•  Door guardians and deepest point combined	
•  Book of Caverns: Aker whole underworld	
•  Aker agent of resurrection, collecting sca]ered bones 

of Osiris	
•  Aker agent of creation and re-creation of world	
•  Corn mummies: seeds in shrouds sprouting	







“Isis to her Son”	
•  Can only reveal secret to son Horus / friend	
•  Hieros gamos: Mother/Son, Isis/Angel	

•  Acheron peasant: he who sows barley harvests barley	

•  Nothing contrary to nature	

•  Recipe including urine of uncorrupted boy	

•  Puer vessels of the unconscious through whom gods 
and ghosts speak 	

•  Fallen Angel Azazel gives Jews smithing	

•  Book of Enoch on smith and alchemist	

•  O.T. daughters of men, art of forge from angels	



Olympiodoros (425 A.D.) 

•  Minister, Historian of Byzantine Court 	
•  Greek philosophy meets experimental practices of 

Egyptian tradition	
•  Maria the Prophetess on black lead	

•  Tomb of Osiris according to oracle of Apollo 
(Syncretism)	

•  Corpse with torso hidden, face visible	

•  Gold brought from Ethiopian earth by ants	

•  A man and wife of vapour	

•  Bi]er water worked to create gold	



Olympiodoros: Commentary 

•  Lead possessed by devils causes madness	
•  Egg of the 4 Elements that are 1	
•  Zosimos and Maria cited	
•  “Sands” “shapes” “ideas” (“eide”)	
•  Elements and le]ers (stoicheia)	
•  Feminine falls into 4 body, chained & persecuted	
•  Color progression (white, yellow, black, red)	
•  Rejuvenation, death in 4 body (iron, tin, bronze, lead)	
•  Complete destruction without escape	
•  Repetition with persecutor also chained	
•  Silver state to red blood to gold	



Commentary 
•  Black lead as prima materia; its transformation is the 

secret of the alchemists	
•  Osiris sealed & suffocated in lead coffin: material in 

vessel cooked up=Osiris in coffin=Mercurius in vessel	
•  Psychologically: suffocation seals the unconscious 

contents, stifles projection	
•  Molded man is Adam made from clay (prima materia) 

in original, unspoilt form (Self)	
•  Arimaspian ants in Faust: Indian legends>Egyptian 

scarabs resurrecting sun at dawn (emergence of 
consciousness)	

•  Coniunctio with vapour, birth of bi]er water	
•  Zosimos and Gnostic Adam Kadmon	



Commentary 
•  Adam in Zosimos text in Psychology and Alchemy	
•  Created from 4 elements, fall into ma]er	
•  Alchemical task to reassemble light sparks, redeem and 

return Adam to Paradise	
•  Kabbalah’s shevirah and tikkun	
•  Restoration of eternal, immortal principle (Self)	
•  Moulded man, vapor wife, birth of waters	
•  Vapor = psyche, sublimatio, subtle body	
•  Water = knowledge extracted from union of conscious and 

unconscious in dream work and therapy (hidden 
meanings in dreams and symptoms)	

•  Lead-Saturn-Melancholy-Green Lion (Unhappy love)	
•  Ego devoured by infantile needs, desires, complexes	
•  Extraction of Self, Osiris from the Lead Coffin	











Zosimos of Panopolis (300 A.D.) 

•  Alexandrian Syncretism: Platonism, Gnosticism, Hebraism, 
Hermes, Zoroastrianism 

•  Alchemical Nekyia : 4 Dreams: transmutation body into 
spirit 

•  1st  Altar: Bowl, 15 steps, Priest: Ion flayed, dismembered, 
burned, mutilated little image of a man 

•  2nd  Altar Bowl boiling people; Little old barber embalming 
to become spirits 

•  Man of copper with lead tablets for people to write upon 
•  Man of copper is priest and sacrifice, vomits his own flesh 



•  All things, four elements, are mixed and unmixed by 
interlacing and dissociation, harmony by division and 
union (Empedocles, Eros and Eris)	

	
•  Build a temple with no beginning or end with spring 

of pure water inside, serpent at the entrance to be 
skinned, dismembered, and reunited; bones made into 
stepping stone	

	
•  Inside Priest (Man of Copper) si]ing in Spring turns 

into silver, then gold	
	
•  3rd Altar: Third step Agathodaemon, dazzling white, 

to altar, cast into the fire (man of lead)	



Zosimos 

	
•  4th Altar: Priest of the Sanctuary celebrating “fearful 

mysteries,” puts blood into bodies, makes clear the 
eyes, raises up the dead	

•  On fourth step man from East with sword, another 
behind him bearing round white shining object 
(meridian of the Sun)	

•  Instructed to cut off the head, sacrifice the meat, boil 
the flesh to cast out the lead	







Stephanos (7th c. A.D.)  

•  Ornate rhetoric of ecstatic visionary 

•  Invocation of Nature in Apuleian style (Isis) 

•  Initiation into alchemical“mysteries” 

•  Multiform images of Aphrodite (Apuleius, Golden Ass) 

•  Numerological and Geometrical Hologlyphs: 1, Monad, 

Circle, Sphere 

•  Orpheus and music 

•  Moon and making of gold and silver 

•  Gnosis of the Mysteries 
 



Theophrastus (8-9th c. A.D.) 

•  Byzantine Syncretism: Sacred Rites 

•  Astrology, Medicine, Botany, Zoology, Metallurgy, 

Ornithology 

•  Doctrine of change and the “Art” 

•  Seasonal metaphor (4, 12) 

•  7 metals / planets: Stone 

•  Slaying and Rebirth of the Mercurial Dragon: 

Dismemberment, Ascent 

•  Coniunctio (Hieros Gamos) and Gnostic Investiture 



Islamic	and	Medieval	Texts	

•  Khalid ibn Yazid (635-704 A.D.) 

•  Jabir ibn Hayyan (Geber) (8th c.) 

•  Avicenna (980-1037 A.D.) 

•  Albertus Magnus (1193-1280 A.D.) 

•  Roger Bacon (1219-1292 A.D.) 

•  Nicholas Flamel (1330-1417 A.D.) 

•  Bernard, Earl of Trevisan (late 14th c.) 

•  George Ripley (1415-1490 A.D.) 



Khalid	ibn	Yazid	(635-704	A.D.)	

•  Conquest of Alexandria (642 A.D.) 

•  Arabic translations of Greek and Coptic 

•  Processes: Solution, Congelation, Albification, 

Rubification, Decoction, Commixtion, Fixation, 

Trituration, Conjunction, Putrefaction 

•  body and soul of metals 

•  degrees of fire and lab equipment 

•  white and red stones 



Jabir	ibn	Hayyan	(8th	c.)	Geber	(13th)	

•  Early Greek-inspired Arabic writings 
•  Later Latin texts of 13th and 14th centuries 
•  Sulphur-Mercury origin of metals 
•  Processes in Preparation of Stone: Sublimation, 

Descension, Distillation, Calcination, Solution, 
Coagulation, Fixation, Ceration 

•  Furnaces and Fires (Alembecks, Aludels, 
Desconsories) 

•  The Works of Geber, Russell (London 1678) 



Avicenna	(c.	980-1037	A.D.)	
	

•  De Congelatione et Conglutinione Lapidum 

•  Sulphur + Mercury 

•  Imitatio Natura 

•  Celestial Ascent and Angelology (Corbin) 





















Corpus Alchemicum Arabicum 

Book of the Explanation of Symbols 

Muhammad ibn Umail 

1211 AD 



Mohammed ibn Umail (900-960) 

•  Stapleton Arabic manuscript published 1933, from 1st 

c. A.D. in Hyderabad	

•  Von Franz’s Corpus Hermeticum Arabicum	

•  Latin translations 12th / 13th c. (Senior): De Chemia 

(“Silver Water and Starry Earth”)	

•  Shiites vs. Sunnies (Kabbalah vs. Talmud; Protestant 

vs. Catholic; Episcopalian vs. Baptist)	



“Silvery Water and Starry Earth” 
•  Senior and Obouail enter Birba (Pyramid, 

subterranean house, fiery prisons of Joseph)	
•  Roof: 9 painted eagles with bows	
•  Walls: images of human beings in colors	
•  Statue in center holding open book on tablet	
•  Images of infinite things and le]ers, 2 sides	
•  Two birds bent over each other, one wingless	
•  Sun and moon over birds	
•  Right side sphere with moon and another sphere 

above	
•  Sun with ray falling downwards	
•  Poem and painting of Hermes and symbolic figures	





















Commentary on ibn Umail 

!  Grave robber in search of alchemical secrets	

!  Jung on Emerald Tablet in Zarathustra lectures	

!  Motif of statue holding tablet in tomb	

!  Here symbolic images instead of text	

!  Eagles as spiritualized substances (sublimatio)	

!  Bow and arrow sudden directedness of unconscious 

libido (Eros and Eris)	

!  Birds as ouroboros, Yin / Yang, head / tail	



Commentary on Umail 

•  Bows = directed libido = love = projections	

•  Projections of archetypes work of the Self	

•  Multitude of archetypes all one in the Self	

•  Two suns: one with one ray, other with two	

•  Two birds: wingless and winged	

•  Senior: sun and moon, sulphur and exalted soul 

(mercury?), brother and sister	

•  Sulphur = drivenness, active psyche, mover	

•  Winged bird = flying fugitive substance (the volatile) 

produced by cooking prima materia	



Commentary 

•  Upper and lower worlds in tense opposition	

•  2 suns = 2 principles of collective consciousness 

(Sunnite and Shiite)	

•  1 with 2 rays = justice, paradox, seeing both ways	

•  Senor says whole book describes alchemical opus and 

creation of the Philosopher’s Stone	

•  Sun and Moon conjunction above and below, inner 

and outer 



“Love Letter from the Sun to the Moon” 
 

•  2 moons + 2 suns = Quaternio (Self)	

•  Alchemical marriage: Man & Woman, Anima & 
Animus, within sealed house, vessel, coffin	

•  Coniunctio in the underworld of the new moon, in the 

darkest night, the deepest depression, the deepest 

desolation, from which the new personality is born	

•  (Self = Stone)	

•  Stronger, calmer new light of the third thing born from 

coniunctio after putrefactio	



Abt, Corpus Alchemicum Arabicum 
 •  Reversal of images from original text	

•  Upper Left = 1st Union Sun and Moon as Eclipse: Fiery Soul + 
Watery Spirit; Insemination of Isis by Osiris	

•  Equivalent to dark earth, prima materia, unconscious	

•  Upper Right: Full moon; Lower Left: Full moon	

•  Two Birds: 1st higher union: male / dry smoke / soul + female / 
moist vapour / spirit	

•  Read left to right: Two stages of the work	

•  Three suns + Crescent Moon in Black Circle	

•  Union Fire and Water in the Air coming from Moon	

 
 









































Ibn Umail to Aurora 
Consurgence 











Aurora Consurgens 



Albertus	Magnus	(1193-1280)	
	

•  Dean of Scholars of 12th / 13th centuries 

•  Teacher of Thomas Aquinas 

•  Errors: Drinking, Impatience, Practice 

•  Sulphur + Mercury, Restoration + Perfection 

•  Precepts: Silence, House, Time, Patience and 

Perseverance, Usage, Vessels, Independence, Funding 

•  Operations: Sublimation, Calcination, Coagulation, 

Fixation, Solution, Distillation, Ceration 









Aurora Consurgens 

•  “Rising Dawn”	
•  Jung’s discovery of Part 2, reference in monastery at 

Reichenau on Lake Constanz to book in 
Zentralbiblothek in Zürich	

•  Von Franz: complete manuscripts in Paris, Bologne, 
and Venice	

•  Biographies of St. Thomas and conclusion he was 
author and had psychotic / visionary experience 
recorded by students in last lecture	

•  Analyze like a dream or case study	
•  h]p://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/send/zbz/Ms-

Rh-0172/27v-56/zbz-Ms-Rh-0172_056.jpg/facsimile	



Aurora Consurgens 

•  1st five chapters on Wisdom of God, Genesis 1:1 
(Ruach): bride, sister of God, anima Christi	

•  “Sum of all archetypes … the eternal ideas in God’s 
mind when he creates the world” (present in his mind 
as idea)	

•  Architect image and Philo of Alexandria	
•  Therefore she is collective unconscious, sum of all the 

original idea pa]erns of reality	
•  Logos = Idea, structural element of unconscious	
•  Sophia = Image, emotional pictorial	
•  Avicenna’s nous poiétikos (creative intelligence)	



Aurora Consurgens 

•  Long quotation on Wisdom: like stone, ubiquitous, 
found in dung, shadowy stuff	

•  Conclusion: Thomas experienced a dramatic irruption 
of the archetypes in female form, like a dream vision	

•  Language of myth, alchemy, Bible to contain, express 
experience	

•  “Disgusting” inflated chapters characteristic of 
psychosis	

•  Colors: nigredo>albedo>rubedo>citrinitas	
•  Allusions to Midnight Mass before Easter	



1st Parable 

•  Cloud blackens and floods the earth	

•  Narrator plunged into “deepest hell,” an 

“underworld” from which only he can save him who 

will “have eternal life,” “eat of the wood of life which 

is in Paradise,” dig her up “like silver,” dry tears, 

share throne, harm neither garment, body, soul; in 

whose fire she is “melting,” in whose embrace her 

whole body melts away, and who nourishes with milk	

•  He will become son, he the father	



•  Apocalypse: Heavens will open for him, will 

speak with voice of thunder, have 7 stars in 

hand, spirits out to testify	

•  Sign also alchemical: white as snow on Mount 

Zalmon, feathers of a dove shining like silver, 

with wings of gold	

•  Concludes with Senor: take 7 metals through 7 

planets, wash 9 times to look like white pearl	



Commentary 1st Parable 

•  Cloud = nigredo, distillation in confusion	
•  Hermetic, Christian, Cloud of the Unknowing	

•  Ethiopian = nigredo in Splendor Solis	

•  Gnostic Nekyia: Sophia fallen into ma]er	

•  Negative mother complex, irruption of anima	

•  Gerard de Nerval: Angel in dustbin courtyard	

•  7 metals cleansed 9 times = analysis, purging of the 
Self from a]achment of complexes	

•  Repetition compulsion	

•  Albedo a detached, stable, purified state	



2nd  Parable 

•  Nigredo = flood, slaughter of the infants	
•  Sophia impregnated, divine child born	
•  Nekyia = Harrowing of Hell: death brought by a 

woman can only be driven away by her 	
•  Doors of hell broken open, Death no longer rules	
•  Within catastrophe of depression new symbol of the 

Self is born	
•  Jung’s divine child and last a]ack of the devils	
•  Eve = Mary (Eva / Ave)	
•  Fishing imagery: anima in Dorn, fish in dream, 

Alchemical Plate á la Eisler on Orpheus / Fisher King	











3rd  Parable 

•  Nekyia: he who breaks the locks on my door	

•  Takes light from the darkness	

•  Loosens fe]ers of prison of darkness	

•  Gives thirsty soul corn and honey	

•  Collects me from all countries	

•  Pours pure water over me, purges midday demon	

•  Will be unshakable in eternity	



Commentary 3rd Parable 

•  Motifs of death and resurrection emerging	
•  Egyptian dead leave coffins, change shapes, penetrate	
•  Ghosts walking through doors in parapsychology	
•  Soul = Philosopher’s stone (ubiquitous, divine nucleus 

of the personality = Self)	
•  Prison = psychological factor or situation	
•  Self the innermost part free, stable, no longer activated 

by the emotional reaction to complexes = Stone 	
•  Aurora “an irruption of the archetypal content of the 

unconscious” catalyzed by death: “a pre-mortal 
invasion of the unconscious”	



4th  Parable 

!  Trinity: body, soul, spirit; wisdom, truth, love	
!  Spirit (Love) transforms every terrestrial thing into a 

heavenly one in 3 ways: baptism in stream, blood, and 
fire	

!  Spirit fructifies water that vivifies souls, nourishes all, 
and dissolves all metals	

!  Soul in water shaped and perfected by fire, just as 
dead man becomes a living soul	

!  Water conserves embryo 1st 3 months; air nourishes 
for 3; fire preserves for 3	

!  Divine child born and resuscitated by the son	



4th  Parable 

•  7 gifts of the Spirit: fire penetrates, refines	

•  Extinguishes inner fire	

•  Softens and liquefies hard earth	

•  Illuminates	

•  Separates pure from unpure: 
(earth>water>air>fire>glorified earth)	

•  Raises soul up from deep earth, prison, Hell	

•  Spiritualizes man and all things	



Commentary: 4th  Parable 

•  12th / 13th  century Pre-Reformation sects of the Spirit 

(direct communication with God)	

•  Here spirit is alchemical agency of transformation	

•  Stone as divine child, completion of Opus	

•  Fire extinguishing fire = enduring suffering	

•  “Si]ing in Hell and roasting there is what brings forth 

the philosopher’s stone”	



5th  Parable 

•  “The Treasure House Wisdom Builds on the Rock”	

•  Rock = Stone = Self made steadfast by long process of 

assimilating the unconscious	

•  No cure, only be]er able to cope and endure	

•  From rock bo]om water flows (Moses striking the 

stone; Von Franz’s Grave)	

•  House as alchemical vessel in which sun and moon 

unite	



7th  Parable 
•  Beloved with his Bride	
•  Cloud of darkness to morning star	
•  Bridegroom in grave, waiting for beloved to “roll 

away the stone from my tomb and give me feathers 
like the dove” to fly up to Heaven	

•  Dressed in golden garment, decorated with gems and 
stones, clothed in garment of happiness	

•  Gnostic investiture in “Hymn of the Pearl”	
•  Female being = God (land of promise in which the 

philosophers have sown their gold and silver, in 
which the grain must die in order to bear fruit)	

























Bernard, Earl of Trevisan (14th) 
A Treatise of the Philosopher’s Stone 

•  Collectanea Chymica (London 1684): Art 

•  Scotus, Frederick 2nd (1215-50) 

•  Sol and Luna; Black>White>Yellow>Red 

•  Triangle in Quadrangle, 5th Quintessence 

•  Stone = Clear, Shining, Permanent Water 

•  Body and Spirit, Matter and Form, Female and Male, 

Vile and Precious, Impure and Pure 



Nicolas Flamel (1330-1417?) 

•  French Edition 1612, English 1624 

•  Cluny, Arch in Churchyard of Innocents 

•  Collaboration with wife Perrenelle 

•  Apocalypse and Alchemy 

•  Book of Abraham the Jew with Greek Characters 

•  Thrice seven leaves with letters and figures 

•  1st: Virgin with Serpents swallowing her 

•  2nd: Cross with Crucified Serpent 

•  3rd: Deserts with Serpents coming from fountains  



•  4th and 5th Leaves: Mercury with wings and caduceus vs. 
Old man with hourglass and scythe to cut off Mercury’s feet 

•  Flower on top of high mountain with blue stem, white and 
red petals, leaves shining like gold, dragons and griffins 
round about 

•  Rose bush in garden by an Oak with boiling fountain 
flowing down into depths passing many people digging in 
search of it 

•  Last side of 1st leaf: King slaughtering the Infants, blood 
poured into vessel wherein sun and moon come to bathe 

•  Shows it to Master Anselme, then Pilgrimage to 
Compostela, Master Canches, who deciphers the 
“Enigmaes” 

•  Transmutations (Silver + Gold) Philanthropy 



Nicolas Flamel Tympanum, Church of Innocents 

•  Salvation and the Alchemical Mysteries 

•  Passion and Resurrection / Transmutation 

•  Two Dragons, Winged Lion and Man = Sins and 

devil dragging man to hell 

•  Nicholas and Perrenelle, Peter and Paul, Herod, 

Last Judgment, Christ and Stone 

•  Theology, Alchemy, and Cabbala 



Tympanum and Alchemy

•  Figures, Colors, Investiture Vessel 
•  Pen and Inkhorn: Philosopher’s Egg, Three Vessels 

(Athanor, Balneum Mariae, Furnace, Green Lion, Prison, 
Grave, Womb)  

•  Perrenelle and Saint Peter: stone and multiplication 
(opening and shutting doors) 

•  Man holding foot of the lion: woman lifting him up out of 
poverty and infirmity, out of the dead and standing waters of 
Egypt to dwell in “Emperiall Heaven” and drink from 
Fountains of everlasting life 











Book	of	Abraham	
Crucified	Serpent	2nd	Seventh	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Desert	with	Serpents3rd	of	Seventh	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
4th	and	5th	Leaves	



Book	of	Abraham	
Flower	on	Mountain	Top	5th	Leaf	
	



Book	of	Abraham	
Rose	Bush,	Oak	Fountain,	Garden	5th	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Herod,	Infants,	Sun	and	Moon	Last	Leaf	



Book	of	Abraham	
Two	Dragons	





Flamel’s	Tombstone	
« Feu Nicolas Flamel, jadis 
écrivain, a laissé par son 
testament à l'œuvre de cette 
église certaines rentes et 
maisons, qu'il avait fait 
acquises et achetées à son 
vivant, pour faire certain 
service divin et distributions 
d'argent chaque an par 
aumônes touchant les Quinze 
Vingt, l'Hôtel Dieu et autres 
églises et hospitaux de Paris. 
Soit prié ici pour les 
trépassés. »

"Fire Nicolas Flamel, formerly 
a writer, left in his will to the 
work of the church and some 
rents houses, which he had 
acquired and purchased his 
lifetime, for some divine 
service and distributions of 
money each year by alms 
affecting Fifteen Twenty, Hotel 
Dieu Hospital wares and other 
churches of Paris. Be requested 
for the dead here” (Pray for 
their trespasses).



George Ripley (1415-1490): “The Compound of 
Alchemy”

•  Travels: Rhodes, Order of St. John 

•  Ashmole, Theatrum Chymicum Britannicum (1652) 

•  Not rhyme royal (octaves, not septets) 

•  Elixirs Red and White, Transmutation 

•  Gold + Silver, Pearl + Ruby 

•  Squaring the Circle, Ascent and Descent 

•  Dyeing and Alchemy 

•  Elixir heals and transmutes (Aurum potabile) 




